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ABSTRACT
We investigate the space of two-sided multiattribute auctions, fo-
cusing on the relationship between constraints on the offers traders
can express through bids, and the resulting computational problem
of determining an optimal set of trades. We develop a formal se-
mantic framework for characterizing expressible offers, and show
conditions under which the allocation problem can be separated
into first identifying optimal pairwise trades and subsequently op-
timizing combinations of those trades. We analyze the bilateral
matching problem while taking into consideration relevant results
from multiattribute utility theory. Network flow models we de-
velop for computing global allocations facilitate classification of
the problem space by computational complexity, and provide guid-
ance for developing solution algorithms. Experimental trials help
distinguish tractable problem classes for proposed solution tech-
niques.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:F.2 [Theory of Com-
putation]: Analysis Of Algorithms And Problem Complexity; J.4
[Computer Applications]: Social and Behavioral Sciences—Eco-
nomics

General Terms: Algorithms, Economics

Keywords: Auctions, Multiattribute Auctions

1. BACKGROUND
A multiattribute auctionis a market-based mechanism where

goods are described by vectors of features, orattributes[3, 5, 8,
18]. Such mechanisms provide traders with the ability to negotiate
over a multidimensional space of potential deals, delaying commit-
ment to specific configurations until the most promising candidates
are identified. For example, in a multiattribute auction for comput-
ers, the good may be defined by attributes such as processor speed,
memory, and hard disk capacity. Agents have varying preferences
(or costs) associated with the possible configurations. For example,
a buyer may be willing to purchase a computer with a 2 GHz pro-
cessor, 500 MB of memory, and a 50 GB hard disk for a price no
greater than $500, or the same computer with 1GB of memory for
a price no greater than $600.
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Existing research in multiattribute auctions has focused primar-
ily on one-sided mechanisms, which automate the process whereby
a single agent negotiates with multiple potential trading partners
[8, 7, 18, 5, 22, 21]. Models of procurement typically assume
the buyer has a value function,v, ranging over the possible con-
figurations,X, and that each selleri can similarly be associated
with a cost functionci over this domain. The role of the auction is
to elicit these functions (possibly approximate or partial versions),
and identify the surplus-maximizing deal. In this case, such an out-
come would bearg maxi,x v(x) − ci(x). This problem can be
translated into the more familiar auction for a single good without
attributes by computing ascorefor each attribute vector based on
the seller valuation function, and have buyers bid scores. Analogs
of the classic first- and second-price auctions correspond to first-
and second-score auctions [8, 7].

In the absence of a published buyer scoring function, agents on
both sides may provide partial specifications of the deals they are
willing to engage. Research on such auctions has, for example, pro-
duced iterative mechanisms for eliciting cost functions incremen-
tally [18]. Other efforts focus on the optimization problem facing
the bid taker, for example consideringside constraintson the com-
bination of trades comprising an overall deal [4]. Side constraints
have also been analyzed in the context of combinatorial auctions
[6, 19].

Our emphasis is ontwo-sidedmultiattribute auctions, where mul-
tiple buyers and sellers submit bids, and the objective is to construct
a set of deals maximizing overall surplus. Previous research on
such auctions includes works by Fink et al. [11] and Gong [13],
both of which consider a matching problem forcontinuousdouble
auctions (CDAs), where deals are struck whenever a pair of com-
patible bids is identified.

In a call market, in contrast, bids accumulate until designated
times (e.g., on a periodic or scheduled basis) at which the auction
clearsby determining a comprehensive match over the entire set
of bids. Because the optimization is performed over an aggregated
scope, call markets often enjoy liquidity and efficiency advantages
over CDAs [10].1

Clearing a multiattribute CDA is much like clearing a one-sided
multiattribute auction. Because nothing happens between bids, the
problem is to match a given new bid (say, an offer to buy) with the
existing bids on the other (sell) side. Multiattribute call markets are
potentially much more complex. Constructing an optimal overall
matching may require consideration of many different combina-

1In the interim between clears, call markets may also disseminate
price quotesproviding summary information about the state of the
auction [23]. Such price quotes are often computed based on hypo-
thetical clears, and so the clearing algorithm may be invoked more
frequently than actual market clearing operations.



tions of trades, among the various potential trading-partner pair-
ings. The problem can be complicated by restrictions on overall
assignments, as expressed in side constraints [15].

The goal of the present work is to develop a general framework
for multiattribute call markets, to enable investigation of design is-
sues and possibilities. In particular, we use the framework to ex-
plore tradeoffs between expressive power of agent bids and com-
putational properties of auction clearing. We conduct our explo-
ration independent of any consideration of strategic issues bearing
on mechanism design. As with analogous studies of combinatorial
auctions [17], we intend that tradeoffs quantified in this work can
be combined with incentive factors within a comprehensive overall
approach to multiattribute auction design.

We provide the formal semantics of multiattribute offers in our
framework in the next section. We abstract, where appropriate,
from the specific language used to express offers, characterizing
expressiveness semantically in terms of what deals may be offered.
This enables us to identify some general conditions under which
the problem of multilateral matching can be decomposed into bi-
lateral matching problems. We then develop a family of network
flow problems that capture corresponding classes of multiattribute
call market optimizations. Experimental trials provide preliminary
confirmation that the network formulations provide useful structure
for implementing clearing algorithms.

2. MULTIATTRIBUTE OFFERS

2.1 Basic Definitions
The distinguishing feature of a multiattribute auction is that the

goods are defined by vectors ofattributes, x = (x1, . . . , xm),
xj ∈ Xj . A configurationis a particular attribute vector,x ∈
X =

Qm
j=1 Xj . The outcome of the auction is asetof bilateral

trades. Tradet takes the formt = (x, q, b, s, π), signifying that
agentb buysq > 0 units of configurationx from sellers, for pay-
mentπ > 0. For convenience, we use the notationxt to denote the
configuration associated with tradet (and similarly for other ele-
ments oft). For a set of tradesT , we denote byTi that subset ofT
involving agenti (i.e., b = i or s = i). Let T denote the set of all
possible trades.

A bid expresses an agent’s willingness to participate in trades.
We specify the semantics of a bid in terms ofoffer sets. LetOT

i ⊆
Ti denote agenti’s trade offer set. Intuitively, this represents the
trades in whichi is willing to participate. However, since the out-
come of the auction is asetof trades, several of which may involve
agenti, we must in general consider willingness to engage intrade
combinations. Accordingly, we introduce thecombination offer set
of agenti,OC

i ⊆ 2Ti .

2.2 Specifying Offer Sets
A fully expressive bid language would allow specification of ar-

bitrary combination offer sets. We instead consider a more limited
class which, while restrictive, still captures most forms of multiat-
tribute bidding proposed in the literature. Our bids directly specify
part of the agent’s trade offer set, and include further directives con-
trolling how this can be extended to the full trade and combination
offer sets.

For example, one way to specify a trade (buy) offer set would
be to describe a set of configurations and quantities, along with the
maximal payment one would exchange for each(x, q) specified.
This description could be by enumeration, or any available means
of defining such a mapping.

An explicit set of trades in the offer set generally entails inclusion
of many more implicit trades. We assumepayment monotonicity,

which means that agents always prefer more money. That is, for
π > π′ > 0,

(x, q, i, s, π) ∈ OT
i ⇒ (x, q, i, s, π′) ∈ OT

i ,

(x, q, b, i, π′) ∈ OT
i ⇒ (x, q, b, i, π) ∈ OT

i .

We also assumefree disposal, which dictates that for alli, q >
q′ > 0,

(x, q′, i, s, π) ∈ OT
i ⇒ (x, q, i, s, π) ∈ OT

i ,

(x, q, b, i, π) ∈ OT
i ⇒ (x, q′, b, i, π) ∈ OT

i .

Note that the conditions for agents in the role of buyers and sellers
are analogous. Henceforth, for expository simplicity, we present
all definitions with respect to buyers only, leaving the definition
for sellers as understood. Allowing agents’ bids to comprise offers
from both buyer and seller perspectives is also straightforward.

An assertion that offers aredivisibleentails further implicit mem-
bers in the trade offer set.

DEFINITION 1 (DIVISIBLE OFFER). Agenti’s offer isdivisi-
ble down to qiff
∀q < q′ < q. (x, q, i, s, π) ∈ OT

i ⇒ (x, q′, i, s, q′

q
π) ∈ OT

i .
We employ the shorthanddivisible to meandivisible down to 0.

The definition above specifies arbitrary divisibility. It would like-
wise be possible to define divisibility with respect to integers, or to
any given finite granularity. Note that when offers are divisible, it
suffices to specify one offer corresponding to the maximal quantity
one is willing to trade for any given configuration, trading partner,
and per-unit payment (called theprice).

At the extreme ofindivisibility areall-or-noneoffers.

DEFINITION 2 (AON OFFER). Agenti’s offer is all-or-none
(AON) iff

(x, q, i, s, π) ∈ OT
i ∧ (x, q′, i, s, π′) ∈ OT

i ⇒ [q = q′ ∨ π = π′].

In many cases, the agent will be indifferent with respect to differ-
ent trading partners. In that event, it may omit the partner element
from trades directly specified in its offer set, and simply assert that
its offer isanonymous.

DEFINITION 3 (ANONYMITY ). Agenti’s offer isanonymous
iff ∀s, s′, b, b′. (x, q, i, s, π) ∈ OT

i ⇔ (x, q, i, s′, π) ∈ OT
i ∧

(x, q, b, i, π) ∈ OT
i ⇔ (x, q, b′, i, π) ∈ OT

i .

Because omitting trading partner qualifications simplifies the ex-
position, we generally assume in the following that all offers are
anonymous unless explicitly specified otherwise. Extending to the
non-anonymous case is conceptually straightforward. We employ
the wild-card symbol∗ in place of an agent identifier to indicate
that any agent is acceptable.

To specify a trade offer set, a bidder directly specifies a set of
willing trades, along with any regularity conditions (e.g., divisibil-
ity, anonymity) that implicitly extend the set. The full trade offer
set is then defined by the closure of this direct set with respect to
payment monotonicity, free disposal, and any applicable divisibil-
ity assumptions.

We next consider the specification of combination offer sets.
Without loss of generality, we restrict each trade setT ∈ OC

i to
include at most one trade for any combination of configuration and
trading partner (multiple such trades are equivalent to one net trade
aggregating the quantities and payments). The key question is to
what extent the agent is willing to aggregate dealsacrossconfigu-
rations or trading partners. One possibility is disallowing any ag-
gregation.



DEFINITION 4 (NO AGGREGATION). Theno-aggregation com-
binationsare given byONA

i = {∅} ∪ {{t} | t ∈ OT
i }. Agenti’s

offer exhibitsnon-aggregationiff OC
i = ONA

i .

We require in general thatOC
i ⊇ ONA

i .
A more flexible policy is to allow aggregation across trading

partners, keeping configuration constant.

DEFINITION 5 (PARTNER AGGREGATION). Suppose a par-
ticular trade is offered in the same context (set of additional trades,
T ) with two different sellers,s ands′. That is,

{(x, q, i, s, π)} ∪ T ∈ OC
i ∧ {(x, q, i, s′, π)} ∪ T ∈ OC

i .

Agenti’s offer allowsseller aggregationiff in all such cases,

{(x, q′, i, s, π′), (x, q − q′, i, s′, π − π′)} ∪ T ∈ OC
i .

In other words, we may create new trade offer combinations by
splitting the common trade (quantity and payment, not necessarily
proportionately) between the two sellers.

In some cases, it might be reasonable to form combinations by
aggregatingdifferentconfigurations.

DEFINITION 6 (CONFIGURATION AGGREGATION). Suppose
agenti offers, in the same context, the same quantity of two (not
necessarily different) configurations,x andx′. That is,

{(x, q, i, ∗, π)} ∪ T ∈ OC
i ∧ {(x′, q, i, ∗, π′)} ∪ T ∈ OC

i .

Agenti’s offer allowsconfiguration aggregationiff in all such cases
(and analogously when it is a seller),

{(x, q′, i, ∗, q′

q
π), (x′, q − q′, i, ∗, q − q′

q
π′)} ∪ T ∈ OC

i .

Note that combination offer sets can accommodate offerings of
configuration bundles. However, classes of bundles formed by part-
ner or configuration aggregation are highly regular, covering only a
specific type of bundle formed by splitting a desired quantity across
configurations. This is quite restrictive compared to the general
combinatorial case.

2.3 Willingness to Pay
An agent’s offer trade set implicitly defines the agent’swilling-

ness to payfor any given configuration and quantity. We assume
anonymity to avoid conditioning our definitions on trading partner.

DEFINITION 7 (WILLINGNESS TO PAY ). Agenti’s willingness
to payfor quantityq of configurationx is given by

ûB
i (x, q) = max π s.t.(x, q, i, ∗, π) ∈ OT

i .

We use the symbol̂u to recognize that willingness to pay can be
viewed as a proxy for the agent’s utility function, measured in mon-
etary units. The superscriptB distinguishes the buyer’s willingness-
to-pay function from, a seller’swillingness to accept, ûS

i (x, q), de-
fined as theminimumpayment selleri will acceptfor q units of
configurationx. We omit the superscript where the distinction is
inessential or clear from context.

DEFINITION 8 (TRADE QUANTITY BOUNDS). Agenti’s min-
imum trade quantityfor configurationx is given by

qi(x) = min q s.t.∃π. (x, q, i, ∗, π) ∈ OT
i .

The agent’smaximum trade quantityfor x is

q̄i(x) = max q s.t.

∃π. (x, q, i, ∗, π) ∈ OT
i ∧ ¬∃q′ < q. (x, q′, i, ∗, π) ∈ OT

i .

When the agent has no offers involvingx, we take qi(x) = q̄i(x) =
0.

It is useful to define a special case where all configurations are
offered in the same quantity range.

DEFINITION 9 (CONFIGURATION PARITY ). Agenti’s offers
exhibitconfiguration parityiff

qi(x) > 0 ∧ qi(x
′) > 0 ⇒ qi(x) = qi(x

′) ∧ q̄i(x) = q̄i(x
′).

Under configuration parity we drop the arguments from trade quan-
tity bounds, yielding the constants̄q and qwhich apply to all offers.

DEFINITION 10 (LINEAR PRICING). Agenti’s offers exhibit
linear pricingiff for all qi(x) ≤ q ≤ q̄i(x),

ûi(x, q) =
q

q̄i(x)
ûi(x, q̄i(x)).

Note that linear pricing assumes divisibility down to qi(x). Given
linear pricing, we can define theunit willingness to pay, ûi(x) =
ûi(x, q̄i(x))/q̄i(x), and takeûi(x, q) = qûi(x) for all qi(x) ≤
q ≤ q̄i(x).

In general, an agent’s willingness to pay may depend on a context
of other trades the agent is engaging in.

DEFINITION 11 (WILLINGNESS TO PAY IN CONTEXT). Agent
i’s willingness to payfor quantityq of configurationx in the con-
text of other tradesT is given by

ûB
i (x, q; T ) = max π s.t.{(x, q, i, s, π)} ∪ Ti ∈ OC

i .

LEMMA 1. If OC
i is either non aggregating, or exhibits linear

pricing, then

ûB
i (x, q; T ) = ûB

i (x, q).

3. MULTIATTRIBUTE ALLOCATION

DEFINITION 12 (TRADE SURPLUS). Thesurplusof tradet =
(x, q, b, s, π) is given by

σ(t) = ûB
b (x, q)− ûS

s (x, q).

Note that the trade surplus does not depend on the payment, which
is simply a transfer from buyer to seller.

DEFINITION 13 (TRADE UNIT SURPLUS). The unit surplus
of tradet = (x, q, b, s, π) is given byσ1(t) = σ(t)/q.

Under linear pricing, we can equivalently writeσ1(t) = ûB
b (x) −

ûS
s (x).

DEFINITION 14 (SURPLUS OF ATRADE IN CONTEXT). The
surplusof tradet = (x, q, b, s, π) in the context of other tradesT ,
σ(t; T ), is given by

ûB
b (x, q; T )− ûS

s (x, q; T ).

DEFINITION 15 (GMAP). TheGlobal Multiattribute Alloca-
tion Problem (GMAP) is to find the set of acceptable trades maxi-
mizing total surplus,

max
T∈2T

X
t∈T

σ(t; T \ {t}) s.t. ∀i. Ti ∈ OC
i .

DEFINITION 16 (MMP). The Multiattribute Matching Prob-
lem (MMP) is to find a best trade for a given pair of traders,

MMP(b, s) = arg max
t∈OT

b
∩OT

s

σ(t).

If OT
b ∩ OT

s is empty, we say thatMMP has no solution.



Proofs of all the following results are provided in an extended ver-
sion of this paper available from the authors.

THEOREM 2. Suppose all agents’ offers exhibit no aggregation
(Definition 4). Then the solution toGMAP consists of a set of
trades, each of which is a solution toMMP for its specified pair
of traders.

THEOREM 3. Suppose that each agent’s offer set satisfies one
of the following (not necessarily the same) sets of conditions.

1. No aggregation and configuration parity (Definitions 4 and 9).

2. Divisibility, linear pricing, and configuration parity (Defini-
tions 1, 10, and 9), with combination offer set defined as the
minimal set consistent with configuration aggregation (Defi-
nition 6).2

Then the solution toGMAP consists of a set of trades, each of
which employs a configuration that solvesMMP for its specified
pair of traders.

LetMMPd(b, s) denote a modified version ofMMP , whereOT
b

andOT
s are extended to assume divisibility (i.e., the offer sets are

taken to be their closures under Definition 1). Then we can extend
Theorem 3 to allow aggregating agents to maintain AON or min-
quantity offers as follows.

THEOREM 4. Suppose offer sets as in Theorem 3, except that
agentsi satisfying configuration aggregation need be divisible only
down to qi, rather than down to 0. Then the solution toGMAP
consists of a set of trades, each of which employs the same config-
uration as a solution toMMPd for its specified pair of traders.

THEOREM 5. Suppose agentsb ands exhibit configuration par-
ity, divisibility, and linear pricing, and there exists configurationx
such that̂ub(x)− ûs(x) > 0. Thent ∈ MMPd(b, s) iff

xt = arg max
x
{ûb(x)− ûs(x)}

qt = min(q̄b, q̄s).
(1)

The preceding results signify that under certain conditions, we
can divide the global optimization problem into two parts: first find
a bilateral trade that maximizes unit surplus for each pair of traders
(or total surplus in the non-aggregation case), and then use the re-
sults to find a globally optimal set of trades. In the following two
sections we investigate each of these subproblems.

4. UTILITY REPRESENTATION AND MMP
We turn next to consider the problem of finding a best deal be-

tween pairs of traders. The complexity ofMMP depends pivotally
on the representation by bids of offer sets, an issue we have post-
poned to this point.

Note that issues of utility representation andMMP apply to a
broad class of multiattribute mechanisms, beyond the multiattribute
call markets we emphasize. For example, the complexity results
contained in this section apply equally to the bidding problem faced
by sellers in reverse auctions, given a published buyer scoring func-
tion.

The simplest representation of an offer set is a direct enumera-
tion of configurations and associated quantities and payments. This
approach treats the configurations as atomic entities, making no use
2That is, for such an agenti,OC

i is the closure under configuration
aggregation ofONA

i .

of attribute structure. A common and inexpensive enhancement is
to enable a trader to expresssetsof configurations, by specifying
subsets of the domains of component attributes. Associating a sin-
gle quantity and payment with a set of configurations expresses
indifference among them; hence we refer to such a set as anindif-
ference range.3 Indifference ranges include the case of attributes
with a natural ordering, in which a bid specifies a minimum or
maximum acceptable attribute level. The use of indifference ranges
can be convenient forMMP. The compatibility of two indifference
ranges is simply found by testing set intersection for each attribute,
as demonstrated by the decision-tree algorithm of Fink et al. [11].

Alternatively, bidders may specify willingness-to-pay functions
û in terms of compact functional forms. Enumeration based rep-
resentations, even when enhanced with indifference ranges, are ul-
timately limited by the exponential size of attribute space. Func-
tional forms may avoid this explosion, but only ifû reflects struc-
ture among the attributes. Moreover, even given a compact spec-
ification of û, we gain computational benefits only if we can per-
form the matching without expanding thêu values of an exponen-
tial number of configuration points.

4.1 Additive Forms
One particularly useful multiattribute representation is known as

the additive scoring function. Though this form is widely used in
practice and in the academic literature, it is important to stress the
assumptions behind it. The theory of multiattribute representation
is best developed in the context whereû is interpreted as autil-
ity functionrepresenting an underlying preference order [16]. We
present the premises of additive utility theory in this section, and
discuss some generalizations in the next.

DEFINITION 17. A set of attributesY ⊂ X is preferentially
independent(PI) of its complementZ = X \ Y if the conditional
preference order overY given a fixed levelZ0 of Z is the same
regardless of the choice ofZ0.

In other words, the preference order over the projection ofX on
the attributes inY is the same for any instantiation of the attributes
in Z.

DEFINITION 18. X = {x1, . . . , xm} ismutually preferentially
independent(MPI) if any subset ofX is preferentially independent
of its complement.

THEOREM 6 ([9]). A preference order over set of attributes
X has an additive utility function representation

u(x1, . . . , xm) =

mX
i=1

ui(xi)

iff X is mutually preferential independent.

A utility function over outcomes including money isquasi-linear
if the function can be represented as a function over non-monetary
attributes plus payments,π. Interpretingû as a utility function over
non-monetary attributes is tantamount to assuming quasi-linearity.
Even when quasi-linearity is assumed, however, MPI over non-
monetary attributes is not sufficient for the quasi-linear utility func-
tion to be additive. For this, we also need that each of the pairs
(π, Xi) for any attributeXi would be PI of the rest of the attributes.

3These should not be mistaken withindifference curves, which ex-
press dependency between the attributes. Indifference curves can
be expressed by the more elaborate utility representations discussed
below.



This (by MAUT) in turn implies that the set of attributes including
money is MPI and the utility function can be represented as

u(x1, . . . , xm, π) =

mX
i=1

ui(xi) + π.

Given that form, a willingness-to-pay function reflecting u can be
represented additively, as

û(x) =

mX
i=1

ui(xi)

In many cases the additivity assumption provides practically cru-
cial simplification of offer set elicitation. In addition to compact-
ness, additivity dramatically simplifiesMMP. If both sides provide
additive û representations, the globally optimal match reduces to
finding the optimal match separately for each attribute.

A common scenario in procurement has the buyer define an ad-
ditive scoring function, while suppliers submit enumerated offer
points or indifference ranges. This model is still very amenable to
MMP: for each element in a supplier’s enumerated set, we optimize
each attribute by finding the point in the supplier’s allowable range
that is most preferred by the buyer.

A special type of scoring (more particularly, cost) function was
defined by Bichler and Kalagnanam [4] and called aconfigurable
offer. This idea is geared towards procurement auctions: assuming
suppliers are usually comfortable with expressing their preferences
in terms of cost that is quasi-linear in every attribute, they can spec-
ify a price for a base offer, and additional cost for every change in
a specific attribute level. This model is essentially a “pricing out”
approach [16]. For this case,MMP can still be optimized on a
per-attribute basis. A similar idea has been applied to one-sided
iterative mechanisms [18], in which sellers refine prices on a per-
attribute basis at each iteration.

4.2 Multiattribute Utility Theory
Under MPI, the tradeoffs between the attributes in each subset

cannot be affected by the value of other attributes. For example,
when buying a PC, a weaker CPU may increase the importance of
the RAM compared to, say, the type of keyboard. Such relation-
ships cannot be expressed under an additive model.

Multiattribute utility theory (MAUT) develops various compact
representations of utility functions that are based on weaker struc-
tural assumptions [16, 2]. There are several challenges in adapting
these techniques to multiattribute bidding. First, as noted above,
the theory is developed for utility functions, which may behave dif-
ferently from willingness-to-pay functions. Second, computational
efficiency of matching has not been an explicit goal of most work
in the area. Third, adapting such representations to iterative mech-
anisms may be more challenging.

One representation that employs somewhat weaker assumptions
than additivity, yet retains the summation structure is thegeneral-
ized additive (GA) decomposition:

u(x) =

JX
j=1

fj(x
j), xj ∈ Xj , (2)

where theXj are potentially overlapping sets of attributes, together
exhausting the spaceX.

A key point from our perspective is that the complexity of the
matching is similar to the complexity of optimizing a single func-
tion, since the sum function is in the form (2) as well. Recent work
by Gonzales and Perny [14] provides an elicitation process for GA

decomposable preferences under certainty, as well as an optimiza-
tion algorithm for the GA decomposed function. The complexity of
exact optimization is exponential in the induced width of the graph.
However, to become operational for multiattribute bidding this de-
composition must be detectable and verifiable by statements over
preferences with respect to price outcomes. We are exploring this
topic in ongoing work.

5. SOLVING GMAP UNDER ALLOCATION
CONSTRAINTS

Theorems 2, 3, and 4 establish conditions under whichGMAP
solutions must comprise elements from constituentMMP solutions.
In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we show how to compute theseGMAPso-
lutions, given theMMP solutions, under these conditions. In these
settings, traders that aggregate partners also aggregate configura-
tions; hence we refer to them simply as “aggregating” or “non-
aggregating”. Section 5.3 suggests a means to relax the linear pric-
ing restriction employed in these constructions. Section 5.4 pro-
vides strategies for allowing traders to aggregate partners and re-
strict configuration aggregation at the same time.

5.1 Notation and Graphical Representation
Our clearing algorithms are based on network flow formulations

of the underlying optimization problem [1]. The network model is
based on a bipartite graph, in which nodes on the left side represent
buyers, and nodes on the right represent sellers. We denote the sets
of buyers and sellers byB andS, respectively.

We define two graph families, one for the case of non-aggregating
traders (calledsingle-unit), and the other for the case of aggregat-
ing traders (calledmulti-unit).4 For both types, a single directed
arc is placed from a buyeri ∈ B to a sellerj ∈ S if and only if
MMP(i, j) is nonempty. We denote byT (i) the set of potential
trading partners of traderi (i.e., the nodes connected to buyer or
selleri in the bipartite graph.

In the single-unit case, we define the weight of an arc(i, j) as
wij = σ(MMP(i, j)). Note that free disposal lets a buy offer
receive a larger quantity than desired (and similarly for sell offers).
For the multi-unit case, the weights arewij = σ1(MMP(i, j)),
and we associate the quantityq̄i with the node for traderi. We also
use the notationqij for the mathematical formulations to denote
partial fulfillment ofqt for t = MMP(i, j).

5.2 Handling Indivisibility and Aggregation
Constraints

Under the restrictions of Theorems 2, 3, or 4, and when the so-
lution to MMP is given, GMAP exhibits strong similarity to the
problem of clearing double auctions with assignment constraints
[15]. A match in our bipartite representation corresponds to a po-
tential trade in which assignment constraints are satisfied. Network
flow formulations have been shown to model this problem under
the assumption of indivisibility and aggregation for all traders. The
novelty in this part of our work is the use of generalized network
flow formulations for more complex cases where aggregation and
divisibility may be controlled by traders.

Initially we examine the simple case of no aggregation (Theo-
rem 2). Observe that the optimal allocation is simply the solution
to the well knownweighted assignment problem[1] on the single-
unit bipartite graph described above. The set of matches that max-
imizes the total weight of arcs corresponds to the set of trades that
maximizes total surplus. Note that any form of (in)divisibility can

4In the next section, we introduce a hybrid form of graph accom-
modating mixes of the two trader categories.



also be accommodated in this model via the constituentMMP sub-
problems.

The next formulation solves the case in which all traders fall
under case 2 of Theorem 3—that is, all traders are aggregating and
divisible, and exhibit linear pricing. This case can be represented
using the following linear program, corresponding to our multi-unit
graph:

max
X

i∈B,j∈S

wij qij

s.t.
X

i∈T (j)

qij ≤ q̄j j ∈ S

X
j∈T (i)

qij ≤ q̄i i ∈ B

qij ≥ 0 j ∈ S, i ∈ B

Recall that theqij variables in the solution represent the number
of units that buyeri procures from sellerj. This formulation is
known as thenetwork transportation problem with inequality con-
straints, for which efficient algorithms are available [1]. It is a
well known property of the transportation problem (and flow prob-
lems on pure networks in general) that given integer input values,
the optimal solution is guaranteed to be integer as well. Figure 1
demonstrates the transformation of a set of bids to a transportation
problem instance.

Figure 1: Multi-unit matching with two boolean attributes.
(a) Bids, with offers to buy in the left column and offers to
sell at right. q@p indicates an offer to tradeq units at price p
per unit. Configurations are described in terms of constraints
on attribute values. (b) Corresponding multi-unit assignment
model. W represents arc weights (unit surplus),s represents
source (exogenous) flow, andt represents sink quantity.

The problem becomes significantly harder when aggregation is
given as an option to bidders, requiring various enhancements to
the basic multi-unit bipartite graph described above. In general,
we consider traders that are either aggregating or not, with either
divisible or AON offers.

Initially we examine a special case, which at the same time demon-
strates the hardness of the problem but still carries computational
advantages. We designate one side (e.g., buyers) as restrictive (AON
and non-aggregating), and the other side (sellers) as unrestrictive
(divisible and aggregating). This problem can be represented using

the following integer programming formulation:

max
X

i∈B,j∈S

wij qij

s.t.
X

i∈T (j)

q̄iqij ≤ q̄j j ∈ S

X
j∈T (i)

qij ≤ 1 i ∈ B

qij ∈ {0, 1} j ∈ S, i ∈ B

(3)

This formulation is a restriction of thegeneralized assignment prob-
lem (GAP)[12]. Although GAP is known to be NP-hard, it can
be solved relatively efficiently by exact or approximate algorithms.
GAP is more general than the formulation above as it allows buy-
side quantities (̄qi above) to be different for each potential seller.
That this formulation is NP-hard as well (even the case of a single
seller corresponds to the knapsack problem), illustrates the drastic
increase in complexity when traders with different constraints are
admitted to the same problem instance.

Other than the special case above, we found no advantage in lim-
iting AON constraints when traders may specify aggregation con-
straints. Therefore, the next generalization allows any combination
of the two boolean constraints, that is, any trader chooses among
four bid types:

NI Bid AON and not aggregating.

AD Bid allows aggregation and divisibility.

AI Bid AON, allows aggregation (quantity can be aggregated across
configurations, as long as it sums to the whole amount).

ND No aggregation, divisibility (one trade, but smaller quantities
are acceptable).

To formulate an integer programming representation for the prob-
lem, we introduce the following variables. Boolean (0/1) variables
ri andr′j indicate whether buyeri and sellerj participate in the
solution (used for AON traders). Another indicator variable,yij ,
applied to non-aggregating buyeri and sellerj, is one iff i trades
with j. For aggregating traders,yij is not constrained.

max
X

i∈B,j∈S

Wij qij (4a)

s.t.
X

j∈T (i)

qij = q̄iri i ∈ AIb (4b)

X
j∈T (i)

qij ≤ q̄iri i ∈ ADb (4c)

X
i∈T (j)

qij = q̄ir
′
j j ∈ AIs (4d)

X
i∈T (j)

qij ≤ qjr
′
j j ∈ ADs (4e)

xij ≤ q̄iyij i ∈ NDb , j ∈ T (i) (4f)

xij ≤ q̄jyij j ∈ NIs , i ∈ T (j) (4g)X
j∈T (i)

yij ≤ ri i ∈ NIb ∪NDb (4h)

X
i∈T (j)

yij ≤ r′j j ∈ NIs ∪NDs (4i)

int qij (4j)

yij , r′j , ri ∈ {0, 1} (4k)



Figure 2: Generalized network flow model. B1 is a buyer in
AD, B2 ∈ NI, B3 ∈ AI, B4 ∈ ND. V 1 is a seller in ND,
V 2 ∈ AI, V 4 ∈ AD. The g values represent arc gains.

Problem (4) has additional structure as ageneralized min-cost
flow problem with integral flow.5 A generalized flow network is
a network in which each arc may have again factor, in addition
to the pure network parameters (which are flow limits and costs).
Flow in an arc is then multiplied by its gain factor, so that the flow
that enters the end node of an arc equals the flow that entered from
its start node, multiplied by the gain factor of the arc. The network
model can in turn be translated into an IP formulation that captures
such structure.

The generalized min-cost flow problem is well-studied and has
a multitude of efficient algorithms [1]. The faster algorithms are
polynomial in the number of arcs and the logarithm of the maximal
gain, that is, performance is not strongly polynomial but is poly-
nomial in the size of the input. The main benefit of this graphical
formulation to our matching problem is that it provides a very ef-
ficient linear relaxation. Integer programming algorithms such as
branch-and-bound use solutions to the linear relaxation instance to
bound the optimal integer solution. Since network flow algorithms
are much faster than arbitrary linear programs (generalized network
flow simplex algorithms have been shown to run in practice only 2
or 3 times slower than pure network min-cost flow [1]), we expect
a branch-and-bound solver for the matching problem to show im-
proved performance when taking advantage of network flow mod-
eling.

The network flow formulation is depicted in Figure 2. Non-
restrictive traders are treated as in Figure 1. For a non-aggregating
buyer, a single unit from the source will saturate up to one of the
yij for all j, and be multiplied bȳqi. If i ∈ ND, the end node of
yij will function as a sink that may drain up tōqi of the entering
flow. For i ∈ NI we use an indicator (0/1) arc ri, on which the
flow is multiplied byq̄i. Traderi trades the full quantity iffri = 1.

At the seller side, the end node of aqij arc functions as a source
for sellersj ∈ ND, in order to let the flow throughy′ij

arcs be0
or q̄j . The flow is then multiplied by1

q̄j
so0/1 flows enter an end

node which can drain either1 or 0 units. for sellersj ∈ NI arcsr′j
ensure AON similarly to arcsrj for buyers.

Having established this framework, we are ready to accommo-

5Constraint (4j) could be omitted (yielding computational savings)
if non-integer quantities are allowed. Here and henceforth we as-
sume the harder problem, where divisibility is with respect to inte-
gers.

date more flexible versions of side constraints. The first generaliza-
tion is to replace the boolean AON constraint with divisibility down
to q, the minimal quantity. In our network flow instance we simply
need to turn the node of the constrained traderi (e.g., the nodeB3
in Figure 2) to a sink that can drain up tōqi − qi units of flow. The
integer program (4) can be also easily changed to accommodate
this extension.

Using gains, we can also apply batch size constraints. If a trader
specifies a batch sizeβ, we change the gain on ther arcs toβ, and
set the available flow of its origin to the maximal number of batches
q̄i/β.

5.3 Nonlinear Pricing
A key assumption in handling aggregation up to this point is

linear pricing, which enables us to limit attention to a single unit
price. Divisibility without linear pricing allows expression of con-
cave willingness-to-pay functions, corresponding to convex prefer-
ence relations. Bidders may often wish to express non-convex offer
sets, for example, due to fixed costs or switching costs in produc-
tion settings [20].

We consider nonlinear pricing in the form of enumerated pay-
mentschedules—that is, defining valueŝu(x, q) for a select set of
quantitiesq. For the indivisible case, these points are distinguished
in the offer set by satisfying the following:

∃π. (x, q, i, ∗, π) ∈ OT
i ∧ ¬∃q′ < q. (x, q′, i, ∗, π) ∈ OT

i .

(cf. Definition 8, which defines the maximum quantity,q̄, as the
largest of these.) For the divisible case, the distinguished quantities
are those where theunit price changes, which can be formalized
similarly.

To handle nonlinear pricing, we augment the network to include
flow possibilities corresponding to each of the enumerated quanti-
ties, plus additional structure to enforce exclusivity among them.
In other words, the network treats the offer for a given quantity as
in Section 5.2, and embeds this in an XOR relation to ensure that
each trader picks only one of these quantities. Since for each such
quantity choice we can apply Theorem 3 or 4, the solution we get
is in fact the solution toGMAP.

The network representation of the XOR relation (which can be
embedded into the network of Figure 2) is depicted in Figure 3. For
a traderi with K XOR quantity points, we define dummy variables,
zk

i , k = 1, . . . , K. Since we consider trades between every pair
of quantity points we also haveqk

ij
, k = 1, . . . , K. For buyer

i ∈ AI with XOR points at quantities̄qk
i , we replace (4b) with the

following constraints:

X
j∈T (i)

qk
ij

= q̄k
i zk

i k = 1, . . . , K

KX
k=1

zk
i = ri

zk
i ∈ {0, 1} k = 1, . . . , K

(5)

Figure 3 depicts the generalized network flow formulation.

5.4 Homogeneity Constraints
The model (4) handles constraints over the aggregation of quan-

tities from different trading partners. When aggregation is allowed,
the formulation permits trades involving arbitrary combinations of
configurations. Ahomogeneity constraint[4] restricts such com-
binations, by requiring that configurations aggregated in an overall
deal must agree on some or all attributes.



Figure 3: Extending the network flow model to express an XOR
over quantities. B2 has 3 XOR points for 6, 3, or 5 units.

In the presence of homogeneity constraints, we can no longer
apply the convenient separation ofGMAP into MMP plus global
bipartite optimization, as the solution toGMAPmay include trades
not part of anyMMP solution. For example, let buyerb specify
an offer for maximum quantity 10 of various acceptable configu-
rations, with a homogeneity constraint over the attribute “color”.
This meansb is willing to aggregate deals over different trading
partners and configurations, as long as all are the same color. If
sellers can provide 5 blue units or 5 green units, and sellers′ can
provide only 5 green units, we may prefer thatb ands trade on
green units, even if the local surplus of a blue trade is greater.

Let {x1, . . . , xH} be attributes that some trader constrains to
be homogeneous. To preserve the network flow framework, we
need to consider, for each trader, every point in the product domain
of these homogeneous attributes. Thus, for every assignmentx̂
to the homogeneous attributes, we computeMMP(b, s) under the
constraint that configurations are consistent withx̂. We apply the
same approach as in Section 5.3: solve the global optimization,
such that the alternativêx assignments for each trader are combined
under XOR semantics, thus enforcing homogeneity constraints.

The size of this network is exponential in the number of homoge-
neous attributes, since we need a node for each point in the product
domain of all the homogeneous attributes of each trader.6 Hence
this solution method will only be tractable in applications were the
traders can be limited to a small number of homogeneous attributes.
It is important to note that the graph needs to include a node only
for each point that potentially matches a point of the other side. It
is therefore possible to make the problem tractable by limiting one
of the sides to a less expressive bidding language, and by that limit
the set of potential matches. For example, if sellers submit bounded
sets of XOR points, we only need to consider the points in the com-
bined set offered by the sellers, and the reduction to network flow
is polynomial regardless of the number of homogeneous attributes.

If such simplifications do not apply, it may be preferable to solve
the global problem directly as a single optimization problem. We
provide the formulation for the special case of divisibility (with re-
spect to integers) and configuration parity. Leti index buyers,j
sellers, andH homogeneous attributes. Variablexh

ij
∈ Xh rep-

resents the value of attributeXh in the trade between buyeri and
seller j. Integer variableqij represents the quantity of the trade
(zero for no trade) betweeni andj.

6If traders differ on which attributes they express such constraints,
we can limit consideration to the relevant alternatives. The com-
plexity will still be exponential, but in the maximum number of
homogeneous attributes for any pair of traders.

max
X

i∈B,j∈S

[ûB
i (xij , qij )− ûS

j (xij , qij )]X
j∈S

qij ≤ q̄i i ∈ B

X
i∈B

qij ≤ q̄j j ∈ S

xh
1j

= xh
2j

= · · · = x|B|j j ∈ S, h ∈ {1, . . . , H}

xh
i1 = xh

i2 = · · · = xi|S| i ∈ B, h ∈ {1, . . . , H}

(6)

Table 1 summarizes the mapping we presented from allocation
constraints to the complexity of solvingGMAP. Configuration par-
ity is assumed for all cases but the first.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We approach the experimental aspect of this work with two ob-

jectives. First, we seek a general idea of the sizes and types of clear-
ing problems that can be solved under given time constraints. We
also look to compare the performance of a straightforward integer
program as in (4) with an integer program that is based on the net-
work formulations developed here. Since we used CPLEX, a com-
mercial optimization tool, the second objective could be achieved
to the extent that CPLEX can take advantage of network structure
present in a model.

We found that in addition to the problem size (in terms of number
of traders), the number of aggregating traders plays a crucial role in
determining complexity. When most of the traders are aggregating,
problems of larger sizes can be solved quickly. For example, our
IP model solved instances with 600 buyers and 500 sellers, where
90% of them are aggregating, in less than two minutes. When the
aggregating ratio was reduced to80% for the same data, solution
time was just under five minutes.

These results motivated us to develop a new network model.
Rather than treat non-aggregating traders as a special case, the new
model takes advantage of the single-unit nature of non-aggregating
trades (treating the aggregating traders as a special case). This new
model outperformed our other models on most problem instances,
exceptions being those where aggregating traders constitute a vast
majority (at least80%).

This new model (Figure 4) has a single node for each non aggre-
gating trader, with a single-unit arc designating a match to another
non-aggregating trader. An aggregating trader has a node for each
potential match, connected (viay arcs) to a mutual source node.
Unlike the previous model we allow fractional flow for this case,
representing the traded fraction of the buyer’s total quantity.7

We tested all three models on random data in the form of bi-
partite graphs encodingMMP solutions. In our experiments, each
trader has a maximum quantity uniformly distributed over[30, 70],
and minimum quantity uniformly distributed from zero to maximal
quantity. Each buyer/seller pair is selected as matching with prob-
ability 0.75, with matches assigned a surplus uniformly distributed
over [10, 70]. Whereas the size of the problem is defined by the
number of traders on each side, the problem complexity depends
on the product|B| × |S|. The tests depicted in Figures 5–7 are
for the worst case|B| = |S|, with each data point averaged over
six samples. In the figures, the direct IP (4) is designated “SW”,
our first network model (Figure 2) “NW”, and our revised network
model (Figure 4) “NW 2”.

7Traded quantity remains integer.



Aggregation Hom. attr. Divisibility linear pricing Technique Complexity
No aggregation N/A Any Not required Assignment problem Polynomial
All aggregate None Down to0 Required Transpor. problem Polynomial

One side None Aggr side div. Aggr. side GAP NP-hard
Optional None Down to q, batch Required Generalized ntwrk flow NP-hard
Optional Bounded Down to q, batch Bounded size schdl. Generalized ntwrk flow NP-hard
Optional Not bounded Down to q, batch Not required Nonlinear opt Depends on̂u(x, q)

Table 1: Mapping from combinations of allocation constraints to the solution methods ofGMAP. One Sidemeans that one side
aggregates and divisible, and the other side is restrictive.Batchmeans that traders may submit batch sizes.

Figure 4: Generalized network flow model. B1 is a buyer in
AD, B2 ∈ AI, B3 ∈ NI, B4 ∈ ND. V 1 is a seller in AD,
V 2 ∈ AI, V 4 ∈ ND. The g values represent arc gains, andW
values represent weights.

Figure 5: Average performance of models when 30% of traders
aggregate.

Figure 6: Average performance of models when 50% of traders
aggregate.

Figure 7: Average performance of models when 70% of traders
aggregate.



Figure 8: Performance of models when varying percentage of
aggregating traders

Figure 8 shows how the various models are affected by a change
in the percentage of aggregating traders, holding problem size fixed.8

Due to the integrality constraints, we could not test available al-
gorithms specialized for network-flow problems on our test prob-
lems. Thus, we cannot fully evaluate the potential gain attributable
to network structure. However, the model we built based on the
insight from the network structure clearly provided a significant
speedup, even without using a special-purpose algorithm. Model
NW 2provided speedups of a factor of 4–10 over the modelSW.
This was consistent throughout the problem sizes, including the
smaller sizes for which the speedup is not visually apparent on the
chart.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The implementation and deployment of market exchanges re-

quires the development of bidding languages, information feedback
policies, and clearing algorithms that are suitable for the target do-
main, while paying heed to the incentive properties of the resulting
mechanisms. For multiattribute exchanges, the space of feasible
such mechanisms is constrained by computational limitations im-
posed by the clearing process. The extent to which the space of
feasible mechanisms may be quantified a priori will facilitate the
search for such exchanges in the full mechanism design problem.

In this work, we investigate the space of two-sided multiattribute
auctions, focusing on the relationship between constraints on the
offers traders can express through bids, and the resulting computa-
tional problem of determining an optimal set of trades. We devel-
oped a formal semantic framework for characterizing expressible
offers, and introduced some basic classes of restrictions. Our key
technical results identify sets of conditions under which the over-
all matching problem can be separated into first identifying opti-
mal pairwise trades and subsequently optimizing combinations of
those trades. Based on these results, we developed network flow
models for the overall clearing problem, which facilitate classifica-
tion of problem versions by computational complexity, and provide
guidance for developing solution algorithms and relaxing bidding
constraints.
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